Classify the Universe

Equine Science Society Student Social

Wednesday, May 31st
7:00 – 9:00 PM

nickelodeon
UNIVERSE
Mall of America
come take a ride with us

Invitees: Student attendees at the 2017 Equine Science Society Symposium

Team Activity: Groups of 5-6 students will complete the activity *Classify the Universe*

Location: nickelodeon UNIVERSE Mall of America
Complementary shuttle from hotel lobby starting at 6:20 PM. Alternative transportation available on the METRO Blue Line Station on American Blvd. $3.50 round trip

Wrist Bands: Students can pick up ride wrist bands between 6:30 – 8:00 PM at the Nickelodeon North Entrance

Extra: Prizes for the most creative group Nickelodeon Rides